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USING A BASE-TEN BLOCKS LEARNING/
TEACHING APPROACH FOR FIRST- AND
SECOND-GRADE PLACE-VALUE AND
MULTIDIGIT ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION
KAREN C. FUSON, Northwestern University
DIANE J. BRIARS, Pittsburgh Public Schools

A learning/teaching approach used base-ten blocks to embody the English named-va
of number words and digit cards to embody the positional base-ten system of numerati
in addition and subtraction of four-digit numbers were motivated by the size of the

then were carried out with the blocks; each step was immediately recorded wit

numerals. Children practiced multidigit problems of from five to eight places after
successfully add or subtract smaller problems without using the blocks. In Study 1 s
eight classes of first and second graders (N = 169) demonstrated meaningful multidig

and place-value concepts up to at least four-digit numbers; average-achieving fir
showed more limited understanding. Three classes of second graders (N = 75) compl
initial subtraction learning and demonstrated meaningful subtraction concepts. In Stu
second graders in 42 participating classes (N = 783) in a large urban school district
least four-digit addition, and many children in the 35 classes (N = 707) completing s
work learned at least four-digit subtraction.

The English spoken system of number words is a named-value syst

values of hundred, thousand, and higher; a number word is said and th

of that number word is named. For example, with five thousand sev
twelve, the "thousand" names the value of the "five" to clarify that i

ones (= five) but is five thousands. In contrast, the system of writte
number marks is a positional base-ten system in which the values are
are indicated only by the relative positions of the number marks. In ord

stand these systems of English words and written number marks fo
tidigit numbers, children must construct named-value and position
conceptual structures for the words and the marks and relate these
structures to each other and to the words and the marks.

English words for two-digit numbers are irregular in several ways and are not
named-value, in contrast to Chinese (and Burmese, Japanese, Korean, Thai, and
Vietnamese) words in which twelve is said "ten two" and fifty seven is said "five
ten seven." These irregularities make it much more difficult for English-speaking
Study I was funded by a grant to the University of Chicago School Mathematics Project
from the Amoco Foundation. Thanks go to Maureen Hanrahan for handling all of the field
details for Study 1; to Gordon Willis for carrying out the data analyses for both studies; to
Fred Carr, Tracy Klein, and Thuc Huong for careful grading, data entry, and error analyses
for both studies; and especially to the teachers of both studies who were willing to try something new because they thought it might help their children learn better. Thanks also to Art

Baroody, Paul Trafton, and several anonymous reviewers who made helpful comments on
earlier drafts.
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children than for Chinese, Japanese, or Korean children to construct named-value

meanings for multidigit numbers (Fuson, in press a; Fuson & Kwon, in press;

Miura, 1987; Miura, Kim, Chang, & Okamoto, 1988; Miura & Okamoto, 1989).
English-speaking children use for a long time unitary conceptual structures for
two-digit numbers as counted collections of single objects or as collections of
spoken words (Fuson, Richards, & Briars, 1982; Fuson, 1988a; Steffe, von Glasersfeld, Richards, & Cobb, 1983; Steffe & Cobb, 1988); these early conceptual
structures can interfere with children's later construction of named-value mean-

ings. The lack of verbal support in the English language for named-value or baseten concepts of ten makes it particularly important that support for constructing
such ten-structured conceptions be provided in other ways to English-speaking
children.

In the United States such support is rarely given or is insufficient. Children more

commonly are taught multidigit addition and subtraction as sequential procedures
of adding and subtracting single-digit numbers and writing digits in certain locations (Fuson, in press c). These experiences result in many U.S. children construct-

ing conceptual structures for multidigit numbers as concatenated single-digit
numbers, a view that is inadequate in many ways and results in many errors in
place-value tasks and in multidigit addition and subtraction (Fuson, in press a;
Kouba et al., 1988). Even many children who carry out the algorithms correctly
do so procedurally and do not understand reasons for crucial aspects of the procedure or cannot give the values of the trades they are writing down (Cauley, 1988;

Cobb & Wheatley, 1988; Davis & McKnight, 1980; Labinowicz, 1985; Resnick
& Omanson, 1987). U.S. children also show quite delayed understanding of placevalue concepts (Kamii, 1986; Kouba et al., 1988; Labinowicz, 1985; Miura et al.,

1988; Ross, 1989; Song & Ginsburg, 1987).
Furthermore, in the United States, instruction in the addition and subtraction of

whole numbers typically is both delayed and extended across grades more than in

countries like China, Japan, Taiwan, and the Soviet Union that have been characterized as fostering high mathematics achievement (Fuson, Stigler, & Bartsch,
1988). In the United States the single-digit sums and differences to 18 consume
much of the first two grades, and work on the multidigit algorithms with trading

(carrying and borrowing) is distributed over 4 or 5 years beginning with two-digit
problems in second grade followed by the introduction of problems one or two
digits larger each year. In contrast, other countries stress mastery of sums and differences to 18 in the first grade, and they complete multidigit instruction by the
third grade.
In order to use and understand English words and base-ten written marks and
add and subtract multidigit numbers, children need to link the words and the written marks to each other and need to give meaning to both the words and the marks.

The learning/teaching approach used in the present studies was developed to meet
these goals. It is an adaptation of an approach used by the first author with teachers and children for 20 years (the teacher version is in Bell, Fuson, & Lesh, 1976).

It provides children an opportunity to construct the necessary meanings by using
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for each system a physical embodiment that can direct thei
meanings and help to constrain their actions with the embod
sistent with the mathematical features of the systems. The

system of words is embodied by a set of base-ten blocks (Di
positional base-ten written marks are embodied by digit car
on small individual cards). English words, words for the blo
words for the digit cards (see Figure 1) were used to help dir
tion to critical features of the mathematical systems and em
communication among the participants in the learning/tea

support the construction of links among the different system

fourthousand two hundred fifty seven 4 2 5 7

four big cubes two flats five longs seven 4== =four two fiveseven
little cubes

Figure 1. The learning/teaching approach.

Features of the approach in action are as follows:

"* When adding and subtracting with the blocks, the blocks-to-written-marks lin

are made strongly and tightly: Each step with the blocks is immediately re
corded with the written marks.

"* Links among the English words, base-ten blocks, digit cards, and base-ten wri
ten marks are strengthened by the constant use of the three sets of words.
"* Children work with the learning/teaching approach for many days; they are

lowed to leave the embodiments and do problems just in written form whe
ever they feel comfortable doing so.

"* When children begin to do written problems without blocks, their performan
is monitored to ensure that they are not practicing errors.

"* Addition and subtraction both begin with four-digit problems (or in some cas

these problems immediately follow initial work with two-digit problems).
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"* Children spend only 1 to 4 days on pla

value learning is combined with the
subtraction.

"* A modification of the usual algorithm is used for subtraction (see the methods

section for Study 1).
These features, and the reasoning behind them, are discussed in Fuson (in press a),

where distinctions between named-value and positional base-ten systems are discussed more fully and literature pertaining to both adequate and inadequate conceptual structures children construct for multidigit numbers are reviewed.
Results of an earlier study with this learning/teaching approach were reported
in Fuson (1986a). In that study second graders and some first graders learned to
add and subtract multidigit numbers much more accurately than reported for usual
school instruction. Most of these children successfully and independently extended
the procedures learned with the blocks to five- through ten-digit symbolic problems done without the embodiment. Children who made errors were interviewed,

and those still making errors were told to think about the blocks as they solved
problems. Most of these children were able to use a mental representation of the
blocks to self-correct their written errors, and this use of the blocks showed under-

standing of place-value concepts.
This study left unanswered several important questions that were addressed by
the two studies reported here. First, the grade level, achievement level, and socioeconomic level of the students who could benefit from the learning/teaching approach was not clear from the limited sample used in that initial study. Study 1
reported here extended the sample to second graders of all achievement levels and
to first graders of above-average and average mathematics achievement. Study 2
extended the sample to second graders in a large urban school district. The goal
for both the age/achievement and the residential extensions was not to manipulate
these various background variables in order to determine their differential effects
on performance. It was simply to examine whether the effects of the learning/

teaching approach could be considered to generalize across a heterogeneous
population.
Second, there were the practical questions of whether the learning/teaching
approach could be distanced from its designer, communicated in a fairly small
amount of in-service time, and implemented by teachers with little field support.
These seem to be crucial issues determining the feasibility of wide-scale use of the
learning/teaching approach. Distancing focused on three major aspects of this
learning/teaching intervention: the classroom teaching, the in-service teaching of
the involved teachers, and teaching and supervision of field support personnel. In
Fuson (1986a), project staff members did some of the teaching, the project designer conducted the teacher in-service, and the field support person was taught
and supervised closely by the project designer. In both of the studies reported here,

all of the teaching was done by classroom teachers using lesson plans and student
worksheets developed by the project designer. In the second study, the project
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designer did not conduct the in-service sessions nor superv
persons. The amount of in-service time was fairly small for

overview of the learning/teaching approach in the first stud

hour in-service sessions in the second study. Field support wa

study by two teachers in each school who had taught the l

proach in the first year. In the second study, three elemen

supervisors were available to provide field support for the 1
ers targeted for the learning/teaching approach, but the
many other duties.

The results of the two studies reported here are analyzed
goals of the learning/teaching approach:
1. understanding multidigit addition and subtraction and
with named-value/base-ten concepts;

2. understanding place-value concepts;
3. being able to add and subtract multidigit numbers of
ing subtraction problems with zeros in the top number.

The literature concerning performance in these areas by c

instruction is briefly summarized in the discussion of the r
order to provide a context within which to interpret the resu
STUDY 1

Method

Subjects
Children from two schools in a small city on the northern border of Chicago
served as subjects. Teachers grouped children by mathematics achievement in
these schools depending upon recommendations of the previous teacher; children
were moved to a different room at any time a teacher thought that a move should
be made. In each school there were sufficient first graders for three math classes,
one each of low, average, and high math achievement. The high-achieving firstgrade classes from both schools were asked to participate in the study. The teachers of the average-achieving first graders in both schools asked later in the year to

participate and were allowed to do so. In one school there were three second-grade
math classes, one each of low, average, and high math achievement. Many of the
children in the high-achieving class had received addition multidigit instruction as
first graders in the study reported in Fuson (1986a), so only the low- and average-

achieving classes participated. In the other school there were only enough second

graders to form two classes. The five lowest achieving second graders were
grouped with a low-achieving first-grade class, and the remaining children were
grouped into a high/average and an average/low class. Many of the children in the
high/average class had received addition multidigit instruction as first graders, but
this class was retained in the present study in order to study subtraction learning
for all children and addition learning for the new children. All eight classes (N =
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169) participated in the addition instructio
75) received the subtraction instruction.
Teachers

Four teachers (two from each school) had participated in the multidigit instruction in the Fuson (1986a) study. The other teachers were given a brief overview of
the instruction, lesson plans, student worksheets, and tests. For questions and further help, they were to rely on the two teachers in their school who had taught the

materials before. A research project assistant also visited the schools weekly to
check on teaching progress.
Instruction

All children first learned to find sums and differences to 18 by counting on and

counting up with one-handed finger patterns (see Fuson, 1986b, 1987, 1988b;
Fuson & Secada, 1986; Fuson & Willis, 1988). These counting procedures could
be used for any addition and subtraction facts children did not know. They have
been found to be efficient and accurate enough for use in the multidigit algorithms

(Fuson, 1986a).
Each class had at least one set of base-ten blocks. The first phase of instruction
focused on exploration of the relationships between the different blocks and on use

of the blocks words (little cubes, longs, flats, big cubes, or names chosen by children) and English words (ones, tens, hundreds, thousands). Both the consistent

one-for-ten and ten-for-one trades between adjacent places and the nonadjacent
trades (one-for-hundred and one-for-thousand) were discussed and demonstrated.
Then the blocks were used to make different three- and four-digit numbers (e.g.,

3725), and index cards each containing one numeral were used to make the baseten version of the number beside the blocks (e.g., four cards containing the numer-

als 3, 7, 2, and 5 were selected and were put down in order to the right of the
blocks). These cards, and numerals written on children's worksheets, were read by

base-ten words (e.g., "three seven two five"). These activities were accompanied
by much verbalization of the block words, the English words, and the base-ten
words.

Addition and subtraction with the blocks were done on a large cardboard calcu-

lating sheet (see Figure 2). Addition was considered first. A written problem was

given. Blocks for the top number were placed in the top row of the calculating
sheet, and then blocks for the bottom number were placed in the second row (see
Figure 2). Addition was done column by column, beginning on the right. The
blocks in a given column were added together (pulled down) into the bottom row.
If the sum was nine or less, it was recorded with the digit cards. Each child also
recorded each step on his or her own worksheet. If the sum was over nine, ten of
the smaller pieces were traded for one of the next larger pieces, and the result
recorded with digit cards and on individual worksheets. Much verbalization of all
three sets of words accompanied all addition and subtraction, and recording with
written marks was done after each action with the blocks. The necessity of trading
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Thousands Hundreds Tens Ones

T D 3725
D000D H Hi 1647
000

Figure 2. Calculating board with an addition problem

was raised by showing what happens with the digit ca

written in any column (the other digit cards get mov

bigger number). The fairness of the ten/one trades, a

more (in subtraction) or trading when you had too m
the size of the blocks: ten of the blocks in any column
in the column to the left.

Multidigit subtraction can be shown in various way

subtraction within each value can be phrased in differ

dren in this study had multiple interpretations of su

away, comparison, and equalize, see Fuson, 1986b, 19
We suggested that teachers verbalize the subtraction
how many to make twelve?" or "Twelve minus seven
these fit children's use of counting up to find these d
the words "take-away") and that they separate the blo
those that match the bottom number (the subtrahend

difference) and then move the difference nonmatchin
as the answer.

A simplification of the usual algorithm was also used. Children first checked
each column of the top number to be sure that it was larger than the bottom num-

ber in that column. If a top digit was not as large, a one-for-ten trade (borrow,
regrouping) was made from the column on the left. After all the necessary trading
had been done to the top number so that each top number was as large as or larger
than each bottom number, subtraction was done column by column. Both the trading and the subtracting can be done from either direction, but teachers usually
modeled the typical U.S. right-to-left approach. This trade-first algorithm reduces
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the difficult alternation of trading and

and thus eliminates the need for childre
representation for trading to a unitary
Kwon, in press). The initial sustained f
also helps to avoid the common error of
tom number when the top number is sm
Teachers organized their classrooms in
worked with the whole class, having ch
the blocks and the index cards. Others
either worked with groups simultaneo
worked on other topics. In the former
procedure the year before or older chil
with each group initially to ensure that
were correct and that children in the g
involved. In all cases all children had w
as it was worked with the blocks.

Children in the average and high-achieving second-grade classes were able to
do three- and four-digit addition and subtraction problems with the blocks initially.

In the low second-grade class and first-grade classes, children had difficulty relating the four columns of blocks to the four columns of written marks. Therefore, in

these classes two-digit problems were done first, and then three- and four-digit
problems were done with the blocks and written marks. Whenever children said
they understood the written-marks procedure and did not need the blocks any
more, they were allowed to go to their seats to work on worksheets containing
three- and four-digit problems. Their procedure was checked by someone before

they were allowed to leave the blocks. Worksheets with larger problems (up to
eight digits) were available for children who wished to try them.
Work on subtraction was followed by very short units focusing on aspects of

meaningful addition (alignment of problems with different numbers of digits,
adding 3 two-digit numbers requiring a trade of 2) and place value (translating
from mixed order words to numerals and vice versa with no trades, doing the same

with trades required, and choosing the larger of two multidigit numbers). The les-

son plans described how attention could be directed within the learning/teaching
approach to facilitate the learning of these concepts.

The time necessary to complete each unit varied considerably from class to
class. The initial introduction/addition unit took from 3 to 6 weeks, and the subtraction unit took from 2 to 4 weeks. Each meaningful addition and place-value
concept took about a day.
All of these classes were also participating in an instructional research project
focused on teaching addition and subtraction word problems. These topics and the
multidigit topics went far beyond the district goals. Teachers had to meet district
goals as well as teaching these extra topics. In some classes teachers also had to

cover considerable ground before the multidigit work could begin (e.g., learning
about single-digit sums and differences to 18). Therefore different classes com-
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pleted different topics. The low-achieving second-grade class
first-grade class only completed addition of two- and three-pla
teacher of the other average first-grade class only taught multidi
of the 24 children in her class, but she did complete the generaliz
rithm past four places with the participating children. All other
the generalization of the addition algorithm to problems with
digits. The high and average second-grade classes completed sub
average/low second-grade class completed ordinary subtractio
on problems with zeros in the minuend. The work on meanin

place-value concepts was completed only by the high- and ave
second-grade classes.
Measures of Skill and Understanding

Addition and subtraction calculation tests. All children were

tion pretests. The Timed Addition Test contained 12 problems, w
three-digit, 3 four-digit, 1 five-digit, 3 six-digit, and 1 seven-d

dren worked on these problems for 2 minutes. All problems requi

or more places (the number of trades ranged from one to five).

dition Test was a single ten-digit problem (6385740918 + 85575
lems were written aligned in vertical form. These same two tes
as posttests. The lower achieving and younger classes were also
Addition Minitest of four problems (2 two-digit and 2 three-dig
requiring one trade). Parallel subtraction tests (Timed Subtracti
Subtraction Test, Untimed Subtraction Minitest) were made b
problems from the addition tests; children were given 3 minut
Subtraction Test because subtraction had been slower than addition in the earlier

study. A fourth subtraction test (Zeros Subtraction Test) consisted of four problems

with zeros in the top number: 1 two-digit, 2 three-digit, and 1 four-digit problem

with one, one, two, and three zeros, respectively.
The tests for each child were first evaluated to determine whether the child

showed any evidence of correct trading; two correctly traded columns were required for the child to be judged as showing some indication of trading.
Each test was then scored to permit a finer evaluation of performance. Scoring
was based on each digit in the answer: one point was given for each correct digit.

This procedure was adopted because scoring each problem only as correct or incorrect does not differentiate a solution in which all columns but one are correct

from a solution in which a child demonstrated no notion of multidigit addition or
subtraction.

An analysis of the kinds of errors was made on the ten-digit problem. The errors
identified in Fuson (1986a) were classified into four categories reflecting increasing amounts of knowledge about multidigit addition or subtraction as follows:

1. Preaddition/presubtraction error: Columns were left blank or filled in with
seemingly random numbers; presubtraction errors also included adding.
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2. Column addition/subtraction error: A
approached column by column: In addition
below that column even when the sum wa
514); in subtraction the smaller number in
larger number (e.g., 36 - 28 = 12).

3. Trading error: Trading errors involved

trade (carry, borrow); in addition problems t

trade was not written or added in anywher
not over 9, the tens digit rather than the

but ignored when that column was added (t
such errors were counted as both trade and

from rather than added to the top numbe
included the following: the left column w
trade was recorded in the right column,
number was already larger, more than one
was subtracted from the traded-to column, t
10, 1 was subtracted from a left column ev
right.

4. Fact error: Fact errors involved correct trading but incorrect adding or subtracting in a column.

Two coders coded all errors. Coder agreement was 97%.
Because not every column in every problem required a trade, children making
consistent column addition/subtraction errors could get 20% correct digit scores
on both Untimed Minitests and 9% on the addition Ten-Digit Test, and children
making trading errors that were incorrect in only one column could get digit scores

ranging between 36% (on the Ten-Digit Tests) and 60% (on the Untimed Minitests).
Place-value and meaningful multidigit addition written tests. Three aspects of
place-value understanding and two aspects of meaningful multidigit addition were
assessed through written tests. The Mixed Words to Numerals Test required a child
to write a three- or four-digit numeral for numeral/word named-value combina-

tions given in mixed order (e.g., 6 hundreds, 4 tens, 5 thousands, and 7 ones). The
Traded Word/Numeral Test required a child to write a three- or four-digit numeral

for numeral/word named-value combinations given in standard order (e.g., 2 thousands, 16 hundreds, 1 ten, and 4 ones) or to fill in a numeral blank when the three-

or four-digit numeral was given with the numeral/word named-value combination

(e.g., 2643 is 2 thousands, hundreds, 14 tens, and 3 ones). All of these items
had one numeral/word pair that exceeded 10 and thus had to be traded to the left in
the former items or to the right in the latter items to make the correct answer; these

items were modeled after those in Underhill (1984). The Choose the Larger
Number Test required a child to choose the larger of a pair of three- through seven-

digit numbers by circling the larger number and by inserting a < or > between the
pair of numbers. The five pairs of numbers were all misleading in that all digits in
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the smaller number except one were equal to or greater than the
digits in the larger number. The Alignment Test presented horiz
problems whose addends had different numbers of digits; childre
write the problem so that it could be added easily. This tested a c
place value and addition understanding-understanding that one ad
fore aligned like places; the different numbers of digits were cho

the frequent error of aligning such problems on the left rather than on

Trading 2 Instead of 1 Test consisted of problems with three addend
a trade of 2 tens rather than 1 ten because the sum in the ones column exceeded

20; the first item had a sum of 21 to maximize the possibility that children would
rotely trade the 1 as they had been doing for problems with two addends rather than

trading the number of tens (2, in these problems). These tests had between two and
six items. Each test item was marked as correct or incorrect, and test means were

converted to percentages for ease of comprehension of the test results.

Understanding ofAddition, Subtraction, and Place Value
Individual interviews were carried out to assess children's understanding of
addition, subtraction, and place value. Eight children from one class at each
achievement level were randomly selected to be interviewed (the average-achieving first graders were from the class in which all children participated). Therefore,

the addition interview sample contained 40 children, and the subtraction interview

sample consisted of the 24 second graders in the addition interview sample. Interviews were conducted individually in a room outside the classroom. Children were

shown solved multidigit problems, each written on a separate index card. Each
problem solution was written in a color different from the color of the original
problem. Two addition problems were solved correctly: a two-digit problem with
a trade from the ones to the tens and a four-digit problem with a trade from the hun-

dreds to the thousands. Two addition problems were solved incorrectly. The two
most common addition errors before instruction were used: (1) column addition,
for example, for 8 + 6 writing 14 in the ones column and (2) ignoring the tens digit

of a two-digit sum and just writing the ones digit. Five subtraction problems were

given. Two were solved correctly and paralleled the correctly solved addition
problems, except that different numbers were used. A third showed the common
error of column subtraction-subtracting the smaller from the larger number even
when the smaller number is on the top. Two three-digit problems with two zeros in

the top number were given. One was solved correctly, and the other showed 1
hundred traded for 10 ones.

Children were told that they would be shown problems that somebody else had
solved and that some problems were correct and some were wrong. They were then

shown an index card with a problem written on it and asked if that problem was
right or wrong. After a judgment was made, they were asked why it was right or
wrong. The interviewer wrote down verbatim the child's responses and any interviewer prompts. Children were randomly assigned to one of two different orders
of problems. One sequence began with a correct problem, and the other began with
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an incorrect problem. The more difficult p
lem and the subtraction problems with zer
interview.

The interview records were classified by the interviewer and one of the authors.
The classification of a problem as correct or incorrect was evaluated first. If a child

changed his or her answer, the last assignment was coded. The raters agreed on
100% of these classifications. The interviews were coded for place-value understanding of the tens or hundreds values of written numerals within an explanation
of addition or subtraction; to receive credit, a child had to use the word "ten" or
"hundred" to identify a numeral correctly sometime during an explanation. The
addition interviews were coded for two aspects of addition and place-value under-

standing: (a) explaining the written procedure as trading 10 ones for 1 ten or 10
tens for 1 hundred, and (b) identifying the traded 1 as a ten or as a hundred. For (a)

a child had to explain explicitly the trading or say that the ten came from the 13
ones or the hundred came from the 16 tens. The subtraction interviews were coded

for three aspects of subtraction and place value understanding: (a) explaining the
written procedure as trading 1 ten for 10 ones or I hundred for 10 tens; (b) identifying the traded 1 as a ten or as a hundred; and (c) explaining the double trading
over two top zeros, i.e., the trade of 1 hundred for 10 tens and the trade of 1 ten for
10 ones.

All of these aspects were evaluated for tens and for hundreds. Coder agreement
was 95%. Children's explanations did not always spontaneously cover all of the
coded aspects of the interview. A series of prompts was used to try to ascertain such

knowledge. These included questions about the traded 1 ("What's the one?" or
"One what?") and a question about the 8 tens in the four-digit addition problem
("Eight what?"). The most explicit prompt was to ask a child to think about the

blocks; this was used when a child failed to give any answer to other prompts.
However, due to the complexity of the interview and the fact that the attributes of

the responses to be coded were finalized after the interviews were completed,

needed prompts were not always given. Thus, the data may underestimate
children's knowledge.
Results

Addition Multidigit Computation
On the pretests only 9 of the 169 children showed any indication of correct trad-

ing, whereas on the posttests 160 of the 169 children showed such evidence, a very

large and statistically significant change (McNemar's test chi-square = 151, p <
.0001). Of these 160 children, 156 correctly traded on a four-digit or larger problem. Of the 13 children failing to demonstrate correct trading or doing so only for

two- or three-digit problems, 7 were in the average-achieving first-grade class and

5 were in the low-achieving second-grade class. Paired t-test analyses of pretestposttest differences on the digit scores for each test for each class separately revealed significant improvement for every test for every class, p < .001 in all cases.
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Posttest digit scores are shown in Table 1. These indicate excellen
for all classes except the low-achieving second-grade class and the
grade class in which all children participated in the learning/teac
Even the latter two classes demonstrated some learning, because
Minitest scores were well above those obtainable by carrying out
(75% and 69% compared to 20% for column errors). Teachers repo
dren were enthusiastic about the multidigit instruction and enjoye
problems and that many of the higher-achieving second graders kne
addition facts or used thinking strategies to find sums they did not

of the other children counted on with one-handed finger patterns to
did not know.
Table 1

Addition Computation Posttest Digit Score Means for Each Class and Achievement Level in Study 1
Grade/achievement level
2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

Tests High/av Av Av/low Low High High Av Av
n

29

23

21

14

26

25

10

21

Percentage
of
correct
digits
in
answers

Untimed Minitest ng ng ng 75 92 98 92 69
Ten-Digit Test 99 93 90 58 a 88 91 93 ng
Timed Test 98 91 94 74 92 94 91 ng

Mean number of correct

digits completed in 2

minutes on Timed Test 28 25 26 15 17 24 12 ng

Note. Percentage of correct digits in the answer is out of all digits in the
out of the columns attempted by a given child in the Timed Test. ng mea

a The low-achieving second-grade class only completed 2- and 3-digit add

The errors made on the Ten-Digit pretests and po
These analyses show a large reduction in the numbe
primitive preaddition and column addition errors wer
was a reduction in the trading errors and no increas
the fact that almost all children were adding and trad
the posttest.
Table 2

Number and Kinds of Pretest and Posttest Addition and Subtraction Errors in Study 1

Preaddition/ Column Trading Fact
presubtraction add/sub error error
Tests

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

Addition Ten-Digit Test 527 28 837 18 109 79 57 45
Subtraction Ten-Digit Test 135 4 650 14 0 96 8 22

Note. There were a possible 1859 errors in addition and 825 errors in subtraction
number of digits in the answer (11) by the number of subjects (N = 169 for the A
Subtraction Test).
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Subtraction Multidigit Computation

On the pretests 2 of the 75 children par

teaching approach showed some evidence o

children showed such evidence, a very la
(McNemar's test chi-square = 70, p < .000

strated such trading for two- or three-digi

Paired t-test analyses of pretest-posttest di

for each class separately revealed significan

class, p < .001 in all cases.
Mean digit scores for each test for each
by the high/average class was excellent o
performance was good on the Timed Test
average and average/low classes on the T
vealed weaker performance that was nev
trading errors (36% and 33%, respectively

knew subtraction facts or used thinking str

but that most counted up with one-handed
did not know.

Table 3

Subtraction Computation Posttest Class Means by Achievement Level in Study 1
Achievement level

Tests
n

High/av
29

Av

23

Av/low
23

Percentage

Untimed Minitest ng 89 87
Ten-Digit Test 95 72 75
Timed

Zeros

Test

Test

95

92

84

78

o

84

(49)

Mean
number
of
correct
in 3 minutes on Timed Test 22 15 16

digit

Note. Percentage of correct digits in the answer is
Zeros Test and out of the columns attempted in th
parentheses because this class only began work on

The error analyses presented in Ta
on the posttest of the large numbe
rors

made on the pretest. Substanti
but most posttest trading w

posttest,

error in either column). Few fact e
many fact errors as were made in a
Place-Value
Results
addition

of
are

and

Meaningful

Multidi

the written test measur
given in Table 4. Almos
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these items on the pretest (except for the Circle the Larger Numb
posttest, children in both classes showed very considerable gains
value tests, all children correctly aligned problems, and most ch
when they had 20-some ones or tens.
Table 4

Percentage Correct on Place-Value and Meaningful Addition Written Test in Study 1
Grade/achievement level

2 High/av 2 Av
Tests

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

Place-value tests

Mixed Words to Numerals Test 3 98 8 83

Traded Word/Numeral Test 2 90 3 72
Choose the Larger Number Test

Circle the larger number 50 96 34 84
Insert > and < symbols in the number pairs 0 96 44 98
Meaningful addition tests

Alignment Test 0 100 5 100
Trading 2 Instead of 1 Test 0 100 12 73

Note. The Class 2 High/av pretests were given early in the year, an

Understanding of Place-Value, Addition, and Su

Every interviewed child correctly classified a
ing been solved correctly or incorrectly, 94% c
problems with no zeros, and 94% of the childr
subtraction problems with zeros classified such
interview measures are given in Table 5. Every
in the tens place as x tens at least once during t
cation of a hundreds numeral was done by 92%
50% of the first graders. Almost every child exp
identified the traded 1 as a ten for both addition

these explanations were spontaneous without

errors were much more effective than were corr

ous explanations, indicating that the children w

verbal explanations for correct problems. For th

required for about three-fourths of the response

from the fact that only a correct problem was g

hundreds being more difficult. Children in the

ing class and especially in the average-achievin
limited understanding of the ten/hundred trade

three classes. Most children failing to identify th

it as a ten, and most of these identified that 1
tens is 16 tens." Thus, they had learned a gener

trade the tens digit from any two-digit sum, bu
this general view of trading within the named-
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Table 5

Percentage of Students Demonstrating Understanding of Place Value, Addition, and Subtraction
in Study i
Grade/achievement level

2 Hi/av 2 Av 2 Av/lo 1 Hi 1 Av
Tests Ten Hun Ten Hun Ten Hun Ten Hun Ten Hun

Place-value understanding

Identify the tens and hundreds 100 100 100 100 100 75 100 75 88 25
values of written numerals (13) (25)

Addition and place-value understandin

Explain written procedure as 100 88 100 100 88 50 100 100 88 13
trading 10 ones for 1 ten (13) (25) (50) (13) (13)
or 10 tens for 1 hundred

Identify the traded 1 as a 100 88 100 88 100 63 100 100 88 13
ten or a hundred (38) (25) (38) (13) (25)

Subtraction and place-value understanding

Explain written procedure as 100 100 100 100 100 75 ng ng ng ng
trading 1 ten for 10 ones (13)
or 1 hundred for 10 tens

Identify the traded 1 as a ten 100 100 100 100 100 75 ng ng ng ng
or a hundred

Explain the double trading over 100 100 75 88 38 38 ng ng ng ng
two top zeros: hundreds
to tens and tens to ones
Note. Percentages in parentheses are children who responded only after they were prompted to think about the
blocks. ng means the test was not given.

of the traded 1. Not a single interviewed child identified the traded 1 as a one, in
sharp contrast to children receiving traditional instruction.
Discussion

The second graders and high-ability first graders showed multidigit addition and

subtraction computation performance that was very considerably above that shown

by third graders receiving traditional instruction (cf. Kouba et al., 1988). The
subtracting-smaller-from-larger error that is so common in multidigit subtracti
was almost completely eliminated. These children also showed competence far
above that usually demonstrated by third graders in verbally labelling tens and
hundreds places, in changing words to numerals and vice versa even when these
were given in mixed order or required trading, in choosing the larger number,

aligning uneven problems on the right rather than on the left, in showing the qua
titative meaning of tens and ones, and in identifying the traded 1 in addition an

subtraction as a ten or as a hundred rather than as a one (cf. Cauley, 198

Ginsburg, 1977; Kamii, 1985; Kamii & Joseph, 1988; Labinowicz, 1985; Resnick
1983; Resnick and Omanson, 1987; Ross, 1986, 1989; Tougher, 1981).

Kamii (1985; Kamii & Joseph, 1988) and Ross (1986, 1989) reported that o

digit correspondence tasks most second graders and many third and fourth graders
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receiving traditional instructional show no understanding that the t

ten things (these children show one chip-rather than ten chipswhat the 1 in 16 means), or they are misled by nonten groupings

grouping face-value meaning (for 13 objects arranged as three gro

jects and one left-over object, they say that the 3 means the three g

means the one left-over object). These tasks were not available a
study was carried out, but reviewers raised the question of whether

study would have demonstrated place-value understanding on thes
time two teachers were still carrying out reasonable facsimiles of

with their above-average and average-achieving second-grade cla
tempt to provide some information on this issue, half the child
achievement-level grouping within each class were randomly ch
vidually interviewed (n = 22). They were given these two tasks an
problem with zeros in the top number.

On the Kamii task (showing with chips what the 6 and the 1 in
children immediately showed ten chips as the meaning of the 1,
showed one chip but showed ten chips when asked to show with t
else could this part (the 1) mean?" another child showed ten chips
task again after working the four-digit subtraction problem, and
showed one chip but showed ten chips when asked to "look at th
(tens and ones were not mentioned). Thus, more than half of the

tens and ones available as their first meaning for a two-digit numer

ers had it readily available as a second choice, while four more fir
unitary meaning but showed a tens and ones meaning when a mu
was elicited for them; overall, 91% of the interviewed children sh

meant ten objects. Not a single child showed a grouping face-value
Ross task; performance was the same as performance on the Kamii

these tasks also, second graders using the base-ten blocks showe
considerably above that ordinarily shown by second graders recei
instruction.
STUDY 2

Method

Subjects and Teachers
Potential subjects were all second graders in the 132 second-grade classrooms
in the Pittsburgh Public School system. A 2V2-hour in-service training session on

using base-ten blocks to teach multidigit addition and subtraction was offered to
all second-grade teachers in August. This in-service session was voluntary; teachers were paid salary to attend. The workshop went through the teacher plans for
the learning/teaching approach, focusing particularly on using the blocks and linking actions on the blocks to steps in the written multidigit addition and subtraction
procedures. In November, a follow-up 2V2-hour session focusing more intensely
on subtraction (including the new trade-first algorithm) was given to these teachers, and a 2V2-hour session on both addition and subtraction was given for teach-
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ers who had not attended the August sess
second author, who is experienced in using
tidigit algorithms. A math supervisor wh

base-ten blocks gave another 2?-hour in-ser
able to attend earlier sessions. Most second
one of these sessions.

Teachers were urged to use the base-ten blocks and lesson plans to teach the
multidigit algorithms. Three elementary mathematics supervisors were available
as questions arose, though they also had many other duties concerning teachers at
other grade levels. The supervisors encouraged teachers to try the approach, but
because the goals went considerably beyond the district second-grade goals, participation was voluntary. Many teachers started teaching multidigit addition and
subtraction somewhat late in the year and expressed doubts that they would be able
to finish all of the units. In order to increase the number of teachers finishing at
least the addition and subtraction work, the supervisors suggested not covering the
meaningful addition and place-value units but finishing the subtraction work at
least up to the problems with zeros. The number of teachers and children who
participated in various aspects of the study are discussed in the final section of the
methods section.
Instruction

Teacher lesson plans and a class set of student worksheets in individual student
booklets (both as described in Study 1) were sent to each second-grade teacher in
the district. At the in-service sessions some teachers expressed a preference for
using the blocks to show subtraction as take-away instead of as comparison because the take-away method fitted better their conception of subtraction as takeaway. Teachers were allowed to use take-away if they wished: The top number (the
minuend) was made with blocks and blocks were taken away for the bottom
number. One class set of base-ten blocks (the Educational Teaching Aids neutralcolored blocks, metric version) was available in each school.
Testing

Tests. The addition and subtraction calculation tests and the place-value and
meaningful-addition written tests used in Study 1 were used in this study. All tests

were given as pretests at the beginning of the year. The same tests were given as
posttests as each phase of the learning/teaching approach was finished (e.g., the
addition calculation tests were given at the completion of the addition teaching).
Teachers graded all tests according to written directions. They returned to the
central district office the pretests accompanied by a class list containing pretest
scores. Posttests accompanied by a class list with posttest scores were returned to
the central office as teachers gave them. For both the pretests and the posttests, the
tests of four children in each classroom, two boys and two girls, were randomly
selected and graded by research staff members in order to check the teacher grading. The few teachers with systematic grading errors had their scores corrected.
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Criterion scores and error classification. Criterion scores were a

addition and subtraction Untimed Minitests, the addition and subtrac

Tests, and the subtraction Zeros Test. These were based on the d

scribed for Study 1. The trading criterion score was 8 or more for t

subtraction Untimed Minitests and the addition and subtraction Ten-

cause a child making trading errors that were incorrect in only on
obtain scores of 6 out of 10 on the Untimed Minitests and 4 out of 11 on the Ten-

Digit Tests. A score of 8 required a child to make at least two correct trades with
no fact errors on the Untimed Minitests and four correct trades with no fact errors

on the Ten-Digit Tests. For the subtraction Zeros Test, a criterion score of 9 (of the
12 digits correct) was selected because this score meant that the child demonstrated
correct trading for at least two of the three zero aspects tested.

Error analyses were carried out on four Ten-Digit Tests drawn at random from
each of 30 classrooms randomly selected for each test and time (pretest, posttest).

Errors were classified into the four categories used in Study 1. The classification
was done by the same two coders used in Study 1; coder agreement was 96%.
The Pretest and Posttest Samples
Of the 132 teachers, 125 (95%) returned pretests for 2723 children. Pretests were
returned from at least one classroom for every school in the district. Across all of

the tests the number of completed pretests ranged between 2531 and 2378. To
ascertain whether the pretests represented the whole sample of children with one

or more returned pretests, on each test the scores of children who had complete
data on all tests were compared to scores of children who had one or more missing

scores on other tests. There were no significant differences between these groups
on any tests.

Only part of the potential sample of classrooms completed the work with the
learning/teaching approach and returned the posttests. The number of children with

returned posttests is given for each test in Table 6. The number of teachers who
returned addition calculation, subtraction calculation, and place-value/meaningful
addition posttests was 42, 35, and 16, respectively. These teachers came from 18,
18, and 9 different schools, respectively. This partial return raised the obvious
question of whether the children for whom posttests were returned differed from
the children without returned posttests. The addition calculation pretests were the

focus of the difference analyses because all other pretests showed floor effects.
Several aspects of the addition pretests for the children with no returned posttests
were compared to pretests for the children with returned posttests. The percentage
of children with pretest scores on the Untimed Minitest at or above criterion was a
bit higher for the children with no posttests than for those with posttests, the mean

digit scores on the Untimed Minitest and the Timed Test were about the same for
both groups, and children with no posttests showed somewhat more advanced
errors than did the children with posttests (more of the former made at least one
trading error while more of the latter made preaddition or column addition errors).
Thus, the posttest sample children were, if anything, initially a bit worse at multi-
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digit addition calculation than the chi
showed floor effects on the multidigit
meaningful addition pretests; that is, b
knowledge.
Most (90%) of the posttest teachers cam
grade teachers returned posttests. Tea
returned exactly the same posttests. Th
come from all achievement levels of se
participating were distributed across th
respect to location, ethnicity, and socio

not seem to differ much from nonpartic

at the in-service sessions: 76%, 15%, a
tended two, one, and zero sessions, res
nonparticipating teachers were 68%, 2
Two classes from a magnet school wer
cause more than half the children were
previous addition instruction. One of
subtraction sample for the same reason
Results

Addition Multidigit Calculation Performance
On the pretest 10% of the instructed sample met the criterion on the Untimed
Minitest, and on the posttest 96% of the children met this criterion. This shift for

the Ten-Digit Test was from 5% on the pretest to 90% meeting criterion on the
posttest. Both of these changes were significant, McNemar's test of correlated
proportions chi-square = 674 and 659, p < .0001. The children were quite accurate
adders, with digit scores on the three tests showing that they solved between 89%
and 96% of the columns correctly (Table 6), and they solved a mean of 24.3 columns of multidigit problems correctly in 2 minutes.
These children showed the same large reduction in preaddition and column
addition errors from the pretest to the posttest as shown by the children in Study 1

(see Table 7). Trading errors were also reduced considerably, even though almost
all children were trading on the posttest.

Subtraction Multidigit Calculation Performance
Hardly any children met the trading criteria on the subtraction pretests (2%, 1%,
and 0.4% on the Untimed Minitest, Ten-Digit Test, and Zeros Test, respectively),
but 84%, 70%, and 81% of the instructed children met the criterion on the respective posttests. These changes were all significant, McNemar's chi-square = 580,
487, 486, p < .001. Children obtained digit scores on the various tests ranging
between 80% and 90% correct (see Table 6). Children solved subtraction problems
more slowly than addition problems, solving a mean correct 18.4 columns in 3
minutes.
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Table 6

Percentage Correct on the Addition and Subtraction Computation Posttests and the Place-Value
and Meaningful Addition Posttests in Study 2
n

Addition

computation

Untimed

Minitest

Ten-Digit
Timed

Test

Test

Timed
Zeros

Test

Test

Test

tests
783

776

Minitest

Ten-Digit

Correct

780

Subtraction
Untimed

%

96

89

92

computati
707

705

669

602

90

80

85
85

Place-value tests

Mixed Words to Numerals Test 360 88

Traded Word/Numeral Test 360 53
Choose the Larger Number Test

Circle the larger number 360 67
Insert > and < symbols in the number pairs 363 65

Meaningful addition tests

Alignment Test 300 85
Trading 2 Instead of 1 Test 278 80

Note. The % correct for the addition and subtraction computa
the total digits in the Untimed Minitests, Ten-Digit Tests, and
given child in the Timed Tests.

Table 7

Number and Kinds of Pretest and Posttest Addition and Subtraction Errors in Study 2

Preaddition/ Column Trading Fact
presubtraction add/sub error error
Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post

Addition Ten-Digit Test 341 7 798 3 79 45 11 83
Subtraction Ten-Digit Test 282 8 984 26 6 187 1 58

Note. There were a possible 1320 errors for each test calculated by multiplying the
answer (11) by the number of subjects (N = 120).

The subtraction-error analyses indicated a substantial mo
subtraction and column subtraction errors to the more ad
errors (see Table 7). The percentages of posttest errors fa
category are similar for Study 1 and Study 2.

Place-Value and Meaningful Addition Tests

The pretest scores on most of the place-value and meaningf

very low, indicating that children were responding to the m

items. For example, on the Alignment Test, most children
the left, recopied the problems horizontally, or treated
number and formed new problems (e.g., 67 + 1385 was wr
13 + 85). On the test giving mixed order words, 38% ignor
the numerals in their given order and 39% left blanks or w
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responses; only 23% showed even any pa
children did get three of the five items

Test and another sixth got four or five ite

ity to compare multidigit numbers.

Performance on the posttest Mixed Wor

and the Trading 2 Instead of 1 Test was g

6). Individual class means on these tests r
of 100%. Performance on the Choose the

erate levels of accuracy, with little diffe
the larger number or inserting < or > be
means on the Traded Word/Numeral Tes
3% to 88%, with an overall mean perform
Discussion

Informal teacher reports via the supervisors and direct communication to the

district mathematics director indicated considerable enthusiasm and enjoyment of
the learning/teaching approach by both teachers and children. Being able to solve

large problems seemed to empower children and make them feel good about them-

selves and about mathematics. Children learned multidigit addition quite well,
though they still made some addition fact errors and occasional trading errors. The

subtraction test scores and error analyses indicated that most children could trade
correctly and that few continued to make the presubtraction and the subtract-

smaller-from-larger errors so common on the pretests. However, many children did
not completely master subtraction computation and continued to make some trading and fact errors, especially on the ten-digit problem. Both addition and subtrac-

tion performance was considerably above that ordinarily reported for third grad-

ers, as was performance on the Alignment Test, the Mixed Words to Symbols Test

and the Choose the Larger Number Test. Children showed more limited ability to
generalize trading to the new Traded Word/Numeral Test.

There were obvious limitations to this study. Because systematic classroom
observations were not made, it is not clear how closely the work with the blocks
followed the lesson plans. Thus, no inferences can be made about which features

of the learning/teaching approach might be crucial and whether any might be
expendable. It is not clear why teachers in some schools participated while those
in other schools did not. Informal reports to field supervisors indicated that the

school-based decisions to participate were sometimes initiated by the principal and
sometimes by the teachers. The field supervisors reported that some teachers expressed skepticism that second graders could learn material so much above grade
level even though the success of the approach with the children in Study 1 was
discussed in the in-service sessions; this skepticism may have contributed to decisions not to use the approach. The partial participation by teachers did not seem to
bias the sample with respect to initial knowledge of the participating children. The

teacher assignment and transfer policies of the district make it unlikely that the best

teachers are heavily concentrated in certain schools (i.e., only in the participating
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schools), but there still might have been some bias toward pa
better teachers in the district. Finally, although the scores o

subtraction computation tests and the shifts in errors from pret

similar in Study 1 and Study 2, the lack of interview data in Stud

is not clear whether the children in Study 2 understood and could

addition and subtraction as well as could the children in Study
GENERAL DISCUSSION

On all tests and interview measures, performance by second grader

achievement levels considerably exceeded that reported in the literature

graders receiving usual instruction. Most children learned to trade in four

dition and subtraction problems, column errors frequently resulting from

struction were virtually eliminated, and children showed considerable
tion of multidigit addition and subtraction to multidigit problems larger

digits. Most children aligned uneven addition problems on the right, tr
stead of 1 when necessary, and could translate from mixed words and n

multidigit numerals. Children in Study 1 showed in the interview qu

understanding of written multidigit numerals and used this understand
plain one/ten and ten/hundred trading procedures in both addition and su
These results indicate that second-grade classroom teachers can use t

ing/teaching approach effectively to support high levels of meaningful le

many of their children. Children from a small city/suburban heterogen
lation and children from a wide range of schools in a large urban scho

demonstrated such learning, so the learning/teaching approach can be
cessfully with a fairly wide range of children. The successful learning in

ies indicated that the learning/teaching approach could be implemented
scale with a moderate amount of in-service time, materials, and teache

Many participating teachers in Study 2 did ask for their own set of bloc
coming year, so one set of blocks per building is clearly not ideal. In p
more sets of blocks may facilitate the use of place-value units in the cro
of-the-year schedule.
The approach did not result in maximal learning in all areas by all c
Some children continued to make occasional trading and fact errors, pa
in subtraction with the ten-digit problem. Some children were not able co
to choose the larger of two three-digit through seven-digit pairs of num
many children in Study 2 did not generalize trading to all of the items on

Word/Numeral Test. Whether these limitations are inherent in this appro

due to inadequate implementation of certain features of the approach or

insufficient time with the approach for some children is not clear. In the f

of the approach (Fuson, 1986a), telling children to "think about the blo
sufficient for most of them to self-correct errors they were still making

initial learning or to self-correct errors that began to appear on delaye
after correct initial learning. Thus, the blocks can be a powerful supp
children's thinking, but many children do not seem spontaneously to
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knowledge of the blocks to monitor their w

This suggests that frequent solving of one
lem accompanied by children's thinking

written-marks procedure might be a powe

ing errors made by children.
A limitation of both of these studies is th

ation of any of the specific features of t
proach had many features, not all of wh
features stemmed from the need to provi
conceptual structures for the mathemati
tem of number words and the positional
think about how these systems work in m
the features relate to children's learning
studies are also limited because they wer
addition and subtraction or place-value e

were omitted that relate to the goals of un

traction (e.g., estimation, alternative met

work might explore how well the learnin
more extensive goals.

These two studies raise several issues for
embodiments in learning multidigit addit
also Baroody, in press; Fuson, in press b
whether the teacher or the children mov
ceeded within a total class approach, with

serial small groups. In Study 1 different
seemed to be effective. Other possible out

example, beliefs that success depends on e

eration with peers as reported in Nichol
1990, for a small-group problem-solving
plored. Second, relative benefits of using
port prechosen multidigit addition and su
studies, versus using the approach to sup
might be examined. Thus, the focus of t
meaning (on understanding multidigit a
might be contrasted with computation as
latter does not necessarily result in more
the third graders who had reinvented ari
solved 43 - 16 correctly, Kamii, 1989), bu
approach in Figure 1 might help children
tion procedures. Third, several aspects of
proposed elsewhere do not seem to be nece
standing, because they were not implemen
longed work with two-digit numbers, fo
three-digit and even later by four-digit n
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trading before trading is set within addition problems; extensive practic
the blocks with no recording; pictorial recording before recording w
written marks; and use of the blocks to count on by tens and hund
Baroody, 1987; Davis, 1984; Labinowicz, 1985; Wynroth, 1980). Futur
may establish that these aspects do bring particular benefits, but it se
undertake such research rather than merely to assert these benefits.
The results suggest a grade placement for multidigit addition and subtr

place-value concepts with this approach. Even though many averagefirst graders were able to learn the multidigit addition algorithm, the
poorer performance on some aspects of the interview suggests that t
in these studies risks pushing children beyond their comfortable lear
Some of these children may still require perceptual unit items for thi
single-digit numbers and thus may have trouble using the blocks to
conceptual ten-unit, hundred-unit, and thousand-unit items made out

ones. Therefore, for first graders of average and below-average mat

achievement and perhaps even for many high-achieving first graders
better to concentrate in the first grade on helping children to build an

unitary sequence/counting conceptual structures for adding and subtract

digit numbers (i.e., sums and differences to 18). Trying to build simu
these unitary conceptual structures and the multiunit named-value/ba

ceptual structures needed for multidigit addition and subtraction, espe
the interference the irregular English number words create for this task

& Kwon, in press), may be too difficult for many first graders. The lear

ing activities tested in these studies do seem to be developmentally app

second-grade children of all achievement levels except perhaps those w

difficulties. Teachers reported that second-grade children in both stud
the learning activities and felt good about themselves and their ability

problems with understanding. Thus, the typical textbook extension of
addition and subtraction problems over Grades 2 through 4 or 5, adding
digits each year (Fuson, in press c), underestimates what our children

The conceptual bases for general multidigit addition and subtraction algo

well within the capacity of most second graders if they are learned w
port of physical materials that embody the relative size of the base-te
demonstrate the positional nature of the multidigit written marks and if

of such learning is understanding and not just procedural competence.
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